ANNEX
On 8 June 2009, the European Commission presented Bosnia and Herzegovina with an
updated assessment of the implementation by Bosnia and Herzegovina of the roadmap for
visa liberalisation. As outlined in the assessment, Bosnia and Herzegovina has made
substantial progress but has yet to meet a series of the benchmarks specified in the roadmap.
Bosnia and Herzegovina is therefore invited to submit by 1 October 2009 a new readiness
report covering developments and progress made in meeting the outstanding benchmarks of
the roadmap since April 2009. The purpose of this annex is to outline the specific areas in
which Bosnia and Herzegovina is asked to make further progress, and report on, in view of
the fulfilment of the outstanding benchmarks.
BLOCK 1

Document Security

Passports/travel documents, ID cards and breeder documents (benchmarks 1-5)
Æ introduction of biometric passports (please specify the number of biometric passports
issued)
Æ measures taken to ensure systematic training and general anti-corruption programmes
targeting public officials dealing with issuance of breeder documents, ID cards and
passports
Æ measures taken to ensure systematic reporting of lost and stolen travel documents by
IDDEEA via Interpol NCB Sarajevo
Æ progress of verification of all registry books and entry into central database managed
by IDDEEA
BLOCK 2

Illegal migration, including readmission

Border management (benchmarks 6-9)
Æ implementation of the Law on Border control
Æ implementation of the Integrated Border Management (IBM) strategy and Action Plan,
in particular,
o measures to strengthen inter-agency cooperation between central, regional and
local authorities working at the border
o measures taken to strengthen risk analysis, in particular establishment of the
Joint Risk Analysis Centre
o modernisation of infrastructure, equipment and IT technology
o measures taken to strengthen human resources, including training
Æ progress to close uncontrolled border crossings, in cooperation with neighbouring
countries
Asylum (benchmarks 11, 12)
Æ adoption and implementation of bylaws on asylum procedure and access to travel and
identification documents
Æ measures to ensure a sustainable solution for backlog of asylum applicants
Æ progress of construction of permanent reception centre for asylum seekers in Trnovo
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Migration Management (benchmarks 10, 13-17)
Æ monitoring of migration flows, in particular development of migration profile and
implementation of the Information System on Migration (ISM)
Æ measures to strengthen the integration of returnees
Æ measures taken to strengthen inter-agency cooperation between authorities involved in
fighting illegal immigration, including inland detection
Æ progress of construction of additional facilities at detention centre for illegal
immigrants
BLOCK 3

Public order and security

General/Overall policy on preventing and fighting organised crime and terrorism
(benchmarks 19, 24)
Æ adoption of a revised strategy and action plan for fight against organised crime
Æ measures taken for harmonisation of the domestic legal and policy framework between
state and entity levels
Æ adoption and implementation of an adequate model of information exchange from
police records throughout the country
Æ measures taken to improve and better coordinate across state and entity levels
trainings on preventing and fighting organised crime
Æ effective investigations, indictments and convictions against organised crime
Policy on preventing and fighting trafficking in human beings (benchmarks 20, 24)
Æ implementation of the action plan to combat trafficking in human beings
Æ measures taken for harmonisation of the legislative framework at State, entity and
Brcko district level regarding the criminal offence of trafficking in human beings.
Policy on preventing and fighting financial crimes (money-laundering, terrorist
financing, confiscation of assets) (benchmarks 21, 24)
Æ adoption of a national strategy and action plan on the prevention and fighting of
money-laundering and financing of terrorist activities
Æ effective measures taken against (suspected) money laundering, including temporary
suspension of suspicious transactions, investigation, prosecution and convictions
Æ measures taken to raise the awareness of the reporting entities of their obligations
Æ measures taken to adapt the legislative framework to international standards in the
area of confiscation of assets and to harmonise it between state and entity levels.
Æ trainings to enhance expertise on confiscation of assets , financial investigations,
economic crimes and prosecutor-police cooperation
Anti-drug policy (benchmark 22)
Æ adoption of a national action plan 2009-2013 for drug control, suppression and
prevention.
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Æ measures taken to enhance training and equipment of specialised law enforcement
structures at state and entity levels.
Æ implementation of EU standards for sharing drugs-related information with the
European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction.
Æ measures taken to ensure availability of information on drugs seizures and persons
involved at border crossing points.
Policy on preventing and fighting corruption (benchmarks 23-24)
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ

adoption of a revised strategy and action plan for the fight against corruption
adoption of law on anti-corruption body
results in effectively tackling suspected cases of high-level corruption
results in effective application of special investigative means to corruption cases
legal and administrative measures taken to implement international standards
including outstanding GRECO recommendations and signature of the additional
protocol to the Council of Europe Criminal Law Convention on Corruption

Judicial co-operation in criminal matters (benchmarks 25-27)
Æ implementation of the law on international legal assistance in criminal matters
Æ training to judges and prosecutors on the new legislation
Æ measures taken to reinforce qualified staff dealing with mutual legal assistance
requests
Æ progress in cooperation with Eurojust
Law enforcement co-operation (benchmarks 28-32)
Æ measures taken to introduce systematic cooperation between the different authorities
involved in the fight against organised crime (including law enforcement bodies,
judiciary, prosecution, but also other relevant structures)
Æ measures taken to improve international cooperation, including with Europol
Æ measures taken to implement the two police laws of 2008, in particular appointment of
pending directors
Æ adoption of the draft law on changes to the use of special investigative measures
Protection of personal data (benchmarks 33, 34)
Æ measures to make the Data Protection Agency fully operational
Æ measures taken to ensure the implementation of the rules for personal data protection
BLOCK 4 External relations and fundamental rights
Citizens' rights including protection of minorities (benchmarks 38-42
Æ adoption of Anti-discrimination law
Æ follow up to cases of discrimination and ethnically motivated incidents (police
investigations, prosecution and court action)
Æ progress towards full functioning of the single Ombudsman Office
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